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Vision 2020 Video 1 
 
Hello to you, fellow members at Holy Trinity.  I’m David Reames, 
and I’m speaking to you in 2 capacities – as President of the 
Congregation and as the leader of the Vision 2020 Study Group. 
 
This is the first video in a short series describing to you the work 
that has been done to update Holy Trinity’s Vision and Mission 
statements. 
 

Let’s start with some basics – what are Vision and Mission statements, and why do we 
have them? 
 
These statement are guides for our life and ministry as a church family. 
 
The Vision paints a picture of what we want to, what we hope to, look like and act like 
as a congregation.  It’s something we strive toward, to become.  In that sense, it is like 
a goal or an objective.  It is not something we achieve all at once – our ability to reach 
it grows gradually.  Some parts of the statement will describe us today.  Some we are 
still working on! 
 
The Mission is a little more specific.  And, it’s like a planned route for a trip – not all 
the details, but some key points along the way.  The Mission reminds us of some 
things we need to do as individuals and as a congregation.  It is also a bit of a 
measuring stick or a scoreboard.  It is used to test an idea or an option or a project to 
see if it will help us reach our Vision. 
 
Now, if you work in business or if you read management practices articles, you see 
the terms vision and mission a lot.  Each author paints those terms a little differently, 
so the definitions we just described may not fit all you have read or heard.  But these 
are the definitions our church is using. 
 
So why are Mission and Vision important? 
 
Two reasons. 
 
First, they are described in our church constitution.  The Council has responsibility for 
stating a Vision for the congregation.  The congregation, with guidance the Council, is 
then called on to adopt a Mission. 
 
Second – and a better reason.  They are important and useful in guiding what we do.  
More on that later, in a future video. 
 
So, next question:  Why revise these statement now? 
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Again, two reasons. 
 
First, our current statements date from the mid 1990’s.  And believe it or not that is 
more than 20 years ago.  Now that does not make the current statements wrong, but a 
lot has changed!  So maybe a revision would be useful to reflect our current reality. 
 
The second reason is not unrelated.  It goes back to Lent of 2018.  That year, we 
spent our soup suppers reflecting together on things constant and things changing in 
our church, our community, and our world.  We also talked about how our church 
might react, redirect, and reenergize in service in ways both old and new. 
 
That work was very useful in the Pastoral Call process.  Around the first of this year, 
Council asked a small group, the Vision 2020 study group, to take that information and 
our current Vision and Mission statements and assess what changes should be made 
to the statements. 
 
This was done 
 

1) To update the 20+ year old statements 
2) To incorporate the Lent 2018 work 
3) To shorten the statements and make them more memorable 
4) To word them so as to provide guidance for HTLC’s ministry in its second 

century. 
 
That work has been done.  Council has approved the Vision statement and endorsed 
the Mission statement.  Remember, constitutionally Council can approve the Vision 
and can recommend a Mission to be approved by the congregation at an Annual 
Meeting. 
 
Now it is time to unveil those statements and help you, the members of our 
congregation, understand what they mean.  We will be doing that in multiple ways – 
and this video series is one of those ways.   If we were worshipping in the nave, this 
would be shared in a temple talk.  But for now, we will use videos. 
 
This is the first of the videos – an overview of what has been done and how you will 
be informed about it.  Watch for more videos – 3 or 4 – in the weeks ahead.  Then 
there will be some written communication, and some other communications that we’re 
keeping under wraps for the moment.  More later! 
 
The Vision and Mission will be useful only if they are  

- On in lips 
- In our hearts 
- Used to guide our ministry decisions. 

  
Please pray for open hearts and minds for us all as we learn these new statements 
and learn to use them as a congregation. 
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God is not finished with Holy Trinity Lutheran Church.  But He might be expecting us 
to do some different things and to do some things differently.  We pray that the spirit 
will guide us as we explore this together. 
 
That’s the message for today.  Next time, our video will share the new Vision 
statement and explore a bit about its meaning.  See you soon. 
 
Remember, we are Holy Trinity Lutheran Church.  Helping Transform Lives in Christ. 
 
 


